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a b s t r a c t

We consider the following 2-person game which is played with an (initially uncolored)
digraph D, a finite color set C , and nonnegative integers a, b, and d. Alternately, player I
colors a vertices and player II colors b verticeswith colors from C . Whenever a player colors
a vertex v, all in-arcs (w, v) that do not come from a vertexw previously colored with the
same color as v are deleted. For each color i the defect digraph Di is the digraph induced by
the vertices of color i at a certain state of the game. Themain rule the players have to respect
is that at every time for any color i the digraph Di has maximum total degree of at most d.
The game ends if no vertex can be colored any more according to this rule. Player I wins
if D is completely colored at the end of the game, otherwise player II wins. The smallest
cardinality of a color set C with which player I has a winning strategy for the game is called
d-relaxed (a, b)-game chromatic number of D. This parameter generalizes several variants of
Bodlaender’s game chromatic number. We determine the tight (resp., nearly tight) upper
bound

⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 2 (resp.,

⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 3) for the d-relaxed (a, b)-game chromatic number of

orientations of forests (resp., undirected forests) for any d and a ≥ b ≥ 1. Furthermore we
prove that these numbers cannot be bounded in case a < b.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Since Bodlaender [4] introduced a 2-person game inwhich the players properly color vertices of a given graphwith colors
from a given color set until this is not possible any more as either the graph is completely colored (in which case player I
wins) or an uncolored vertex cannot be colored properly any more (in which case player II wins), a lot of generalizations
of this game have been proposed. A measurement of the differences between these generalizations is rooted in the graph
coloring parameters these games provide. For Bodlaender’s game the parameter is called game chromatic number of a graphG
which is the smallest cardinality of a color set for which player I has a winning strategy in the game played on G. In this way
the game chromatic number is a competitive version of the chromatic number of a graph. To be precise, in Bodlaender’s
game we assume that player I has the first move, and the players move alternately coloring exactly one vertex in a move.
One of the earliest variants of the game chromatic number is Zhu’s game coloring number [11] which is defined by a

marking game instead of a coloring game. The game coloring number of a graph G is an upper bound of the game chromatic
number of G. Another variant (which is not important in the context of this article) is the oriented game chromatic number
introduced by Nešetřil and Sopena [9], a competitive version of the oriented chromatic number. The idea of Chou et al. [5]
to consider defective colorings instead of proper colorings lead to the notion of the d-relaxed game chromatic number which
was widely discussed in the literature. Kierstead [8] introduced asymmetric graph coloring games, where a move of player I
consists in coloring a ∈ N vertices, and a move of player II in coloring b ∈ N vertices. Finally, the author [1,2] generalized
Bodlaender’s graph coloring game to arbitrary digraphs in such a way that (undirected) graphs are considered as digraphs
where for each arc there is an antiparallel arc, too. The game chromatic number of this variant is a competitive version of
the dichromatic number of a digraph that was introduced by Neumann-Lara [10].
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Fig. 1. Neighbors of v in different states of the game: (a) 6 at the beginning (b) 4 before and (c) 2 after coloring v.

In this article a joint generalization of the three latter variants is defined as follows. We consider a 2-person game which
is played by Alice and Bob on a digraph D that is uncolored at the beginning, with a given color set C , and nonnegative
integers d, a and b.
The players alternately color uncolored vertices of Dwith colors from C until this is not possible any more by one of the

following rules. Thereby a vertex is assigned exactly one color while a color can be used for several vertices. A vertex may
only be colored once. Alice colors a vertices in a turn, Bob b vertices. However, if at the beginning of the last move of Alice
(resp. Bob) only x ≤ a (resp. x ≤ b) uncolored vertices are left, Alice (resp. Bob) has to color only x vertices. Whenever a
player colors a vertex v with color i, then every in-arc (w, v) is deleted in D except for those in-arcs (w, v) for whichw has
been colored with i before. For any color i, the remaining arcs in the subdigraph induced by the vertices of color i form the
defect digraph Di of color i. The main rule the players have to respect is that at any state of the game for any color i the defect
digraph Di has maximum total degree of at most d. (If they cannot respect this rule any more they cannot move any more.)
Here, the total degree of a vertex v is the sum of the in-degree of v and the out-degree of v. The maximum total degree of a
digraph H is the maximum of the total degrees of all vertices of H .
Alice wins if every vertex is colored at the end of the game (or if a = b = 0), otherwise Bob wins. So Bob wins if the

following situation occurs: there is an uncolored vertex u, and for every color c one of the following two possibilities is given:
first, u has at least d + 1 neighbors (which, by the arc deletion rule of the game, must be in-neighbors) colored with c , or
second, u has an (in-)neighbor z colored with c and z has d neighbors which are also colored with c. By neighbors we mean
in-neighbors or out-neighbors at the current state of the game, see Fig. 1. In order to make the game well defined we will
assume that Alice has the first move, and passing is not allowed. This game is called d-relaxed (directed) (a, b)-coloring game.
The smallest cardinality n = #C of a color set C for which Alice has a winning strategy for the d-relaxed directed

(a, b)-coloring game played on the digraph D is called d-relaxed (a, b)-game chromatic number (a,b)χdg (D). We further define
χdg (D) =

(1,1)χdg (D),
(a,b)χg(D) = (a,b)χ0g (D), and χg(D) =

(1,1)χg(D) = χ0g (D). For a nonempty class C of digraphs let
(a,b)χdg (C) = sup

D∈C

(a,b)χdg (D).

For us, a digraph D = (V , E) has a finite vertex set V and E ⊆ V × V . Although our definitions can be applied to arbitrary
digraphs, in this paper we will only consider two special types of digraphs: orientations of graphs (which are digraphs
without 2-cycles and loops), and graphs. Graphs will be regarded as digraphs in the following way: An edge vw of a graph
corresponds to the two arcs (v,w) and (w, v).
In this way, the parameters defined above for arbitrary digraphs generalize some well-known graph parameters. Let G

be a graph. Then χg(G) is the game chromatic number of Gwhich was introduced by Bodlaender [4]. Note that, if we assume
d = 0 in our model, when the first vertex v of an edge vw is colored, then the arc (v,w) is not deleted, forcing w to be
colored with a color different from v. The (a, b)-game chromatic number of G, which was introduced by Kierstead [8], is the
same as (a,b)χg(G). Finally, χdg (G) is the d-relaxed game chromatic number of G introduced by Chou et al. [5]. Note that in
our model exactly one of the two arcs of an edge between two vertices of the same color remains undeleted, therefore the
maximum total degree is the right measure to obtain the maximum degree of the subgraph of vertices of the same color in
the original graph, which is considered in the model of Chou et al.
We remark that even some of the noncompetitive parameters (where a = 0 or b = 0) are interesting and well-known

parameters. If only Alice is playing, she tries to use as few colors as possible, and if only Bob is playing, he tries to use as
many colors as possible. The results are given in the following observations. Here, for a digraph D, ∆−(D) is the maximum
in-degree.

Observation 1. For a digraph D and b ≥ 1, we have (0,b)χg(D) = ∆−(D)+ 1.

Observation 2. For a digraph D and a ≥ 1, we have (a,0)χg(D) = χ(D).

In Observation 2, χ(D) is the dichromatic number of D which was introduced by Neumann-Lara [10]. The dichromatic
number ofD is the smallest number of colors assigned to the vertices ofD, so that every color class induces an acyclic digraph.
If D is a graph, this number coincides with the classical chromatic number, see [10].
A trivial upper bound for the d-relaxed (a, b)-game chromatic number is given in the next observation.

Observation 3. For a digraph D, we have (a,b)χdg (D) ≤ ∆
−(D)+ 1 for any a, b ≥ 0.
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Note that, if EG is an orientation of a graph G, then, in general, (a,b)χdg (EG) is not bounded above by
(a,b)χdg (G). Consider the

complete bipartite graph K2n,2n with partite sets V1 and V2, and an orientation EK2n,2n of K2n,2n with arc set V1 × V2. It is well
known that K2n,2n has game chromatic number 3 for n ≥ 2. However, it is easy to see that χg(EK2n,2n) = n + 1. A winning
strategy for Bob with n colors is the following. In his first nmoves he colors n vertices from V1 with n distinct colors. Then
there is an uncolored vertex in V2 which cannot be colored any more. Furthermore, a winning strategy for Alice with n+ 1
colors is as follows: In her first move, Alice colors a vertex of V2. As long as Bob colors vertices of V2, Alice also colors vertices
of V2. Note that these vertices are sinks, so after the moves every arc incident with them is deleted. Alice can be forced to
start coloring vertices of V1 only in the case when every vertex of V2 has been colored. But then every arc of the digraph has
been deleted, and a single color is sufficient to color all the remaining vertices. If, on the other hand, Bob colors a vertex of
V1, Alice clones his move by coloring another vertex of V1 with the same color. So at most n colors will be needed for the
vertices of V1, and the remaining uncolored vertices of V2 can be colored with the last color. Hence

χg(EK2n,2n) = n+ 1 > 3 = χg(K2n,2n)
for n ≥ 3.
Let EF be the class of orientations of forests and F be the class of undirected forests. The main results of this paper are

the following.

Theorem 4.

(a,b)χdg ( EF ) =


⌊
b

d+ 1

⌋
+ 2 if a ≥ b ≥ 1

∞ if a < b
1 if a > b = 0.

Theorem 5.⌊
b

d+ 1

⌋
+ 2 ≤ (a,b)χdg (F ) ≤

⌊
b

d+ 1

⌋
+ 3 if a ≥ b ≥ 1,

(a,b)χdg (F ) = ∞ if a < b,
(a,0)χdg (F ) = 2 if a 6= 0.

Theorem 4 is proved in Sections 2 and 3, Theorem 5 in Section 4. Theorem 5 is a generalization of several results on
undirected forests. The first result in this row is the result of Faigle et al. [6] and Bodlaender [4] who proved that the game
chromatic number of the class of forests is 4.More generally, Kierstead [8] proved that b+2 ≤ (a,b)χg(F ) ≤ b+3 if a ≥ b ≥ 1
and characterized those cases in which (a,b)χg(F ) equals to the lower resp. upper bound. Kierstead also examined the case
b > a in which the (a, b)-game chromatic number of the class of forests is infinite. Furthermore, Chou et al. [5] resp. He
et al. [7] determined χdg (F ) for d = 1 resp. d ≥ 2. The game chromatic numbers of other classes of graphs than forests have
been analyzed, too. For some references on this topic, see the references in [12].

2. Coloring games on directed forests

In [3] the author proved that (a,b)χg( EF ) = b+ 2 if a ≥ b ≥ 1. In this section we will examine (a,b)χdg ( EF ) for arbitrary d
and obtain a generalization of the aforementioned result.
Let F be the orientation of a forest.We consider the d-relaxed directed (a, b)-coloring game. During the game played on F

we update F according to the arc deletion rule of the game. So, at every state of the game F has a decomposition into more
and more connected components. Such a component will be called a trunk. Obviously, coloring in different trunks does not
depend on each other.
In the next theorems, we will distinguish between global and local sinks. A global sink or simply a sink in a digraph is

a vertex with out-degree 0 and arbitrary in-degree. In contrast to that, a sink in a path or local sink is a vertex with out-
degree 0 and in-degree 2 in the path, a vertex which may have higher out- and in-degree in the digraph of which the path
is a subdigraph.
Before proving the main result of this section, in order to get used to the relaxed game, we discuss a special case where

each player colors one vertex in a move.

Theorem 6. χdg ( EF ) ≤ 2 for d ≥ 1.
Proof. During the gamewe consider trunks.We recall that these are defined as follows: whenever a player colors a vertex v
with color i, then all arcs (w, v)which point towards v are deleted, except in the case thatw has been colored with i before.
By this dynamic process the forest is subdivided into more and more trunks.
Alice’s winning strategy with 2 colors guarantees that after all of her moves every trunk has only colored vertices of

at most one color and possibly several uncolored vertices. It also guarantees that the subdigraph induced by the colored
vertices of a trunk is connected.
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If Bob colors a vertex w in a (not completely uncolored) trunk T , then let v be the colored vertex of T with the shortest
distance to w. If the last arc on the path from v to w is directed towards w, then, after Bob’s move, either v and w are in
different trunks or v andw are adjacent. In both cases Alice’s invariant still holds. Otherwise, there is a local sink x in the path
from v towwith out-degree 0 (in the path). Then, in general, Alice colors xwith a color different from its colored neighbors.
The only case when this is not possible is if the path has length 2 and v andw have different colors. Then Alice colors xwith
the same color as w. Note that the component of the defect digraph containing x and w does not contain other vertices, so
that the defect of x andw is at most 1. The new trunk containing x andw does not contain colored vertices of the color of v.
So Alice’s invariant is reinstalled after her move.
In the cases where her invariant holds after Bob’s move she just colors a global sink or a neighbor of a colored vertex v,

with a color different from the color of v, without destroying her invariant. By induction, Alice wins. �

Now we are ready to prove the main result of this section. In Theorem 7 we distinguish between a move and a step of
the player. A move of Alice (resp. Bob) consists of coloring a (resp. b) vertices (or even less in the last move). On the other
hand, the act of coloring exactly one vertex is called a step. So a move consists of at most a (resp. b) steps.

Theorem 7. (a,b)χdg ( EF ) ≤
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 2 if a ≥ b ≥ 1.

Proof. We show that Alice has a winning strategy with c =
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 2 colors. Because of the result in [3] this is true for

d = 0. Let d ≥ 0.
During the game, the forest is split into trunks. As in Theorem 6, Alice’s strategy guarantees that at the end of each of

her moves in every trunk there are only vertices colored in one color (and uncolored vertices), and the colored vertices of a
trunk induce a connected subdigraph.
Alice’s winning strategyworks as follows. In a certainway, Alice pretends to play the d-relaxed (1, 1)-coloring gamewith

Bob. More precisely, for each vertex Bob has colored, Alice, in reaction, colors at most one vertex. Then her strategy will be
reinstalled. This is possible since a ≥ b. However, Alice will react on the vertices not necessarily in the same order as Bob
has colored them.
Let v1, v2, . . . , vb be the vertices Bob has colored during his last move in this order. We consider v1, . . . , vb as a queue.

During the game, Alice will delete at least one of the vertices of the queue in each of her steps. A vertex of the queue will be
called non-origin vertex, every other colored vertex is an origin vertex. So the dynamical set of origin vertices enlarges from
step to step. Alice’s invariant will be that after each of her steps the subdigraph of the origin vertices of a trunk is connected
(and therefore colored with only one color).
The proof will consist of two parts. First we will prove that Alice always finds a suitable vertex to reinstall her invariant.

Later we prove that there is always a feasible color for such a vertex.
Alice will play several rounds, each consisting of a number k ≥ 0 of steps. In each round Alice’s goal is to delete the

non-origin vertex with the smallest index from the queue. While doing so she possibly also deletes further vertices from
inside of the queue. We will now describe the first round.
Consider the beginning of Alice’s first step. If the trunk that contains v1 does not contain origin vertices, Alice simply

deletes v1 from the queue. Since after that this trunk has only one origin vertex, Alice’s invariant is still satisfied. So Alice
does not need to make a coloring step in this case.
Otherwise the trunk that contains v1 at the beginning of Alice’s first step contains origin vertices, and there is a unique

path Q between an origin vertex θ0 and v1. If every vertex of Q is colored, then Alice considers all vertices of Q (including
v1) as new origin vertices. Note that these vertices are colored in the same color, otherwise the path would be broken. So
Alice’s invariant still holds, and no further action is required, as above.
The only interesting case is that Q contains an uncolored vertex. Let Q = θ0θ1θ2 . . . θmv1 and let θj0 be the uncolored

vertex with the smallest index in the path. Then Alice deletes the (colored) vertices θ1, θ2, . . . , θj0−1 from the queue.We use
the abbreviation

o := θj0−1
and denote by P be the subpath of Q between the (new) origin vertex o and v1.

Claim 8. The last arc of P is an out-arc of v1.
Proof. Assume the last arc of P is an in-arc (x, v1) of v1. Then x must have been colored before v1 and in the same color.
Since the other non-origin vertices have a larger index and thus have been colored later than the vertex with the smallest
index in the actual queue (i.e. v1), x must be an origin vertex. This implies Q = xv1, contradicting the assumption that Q
contains an uncolored vertex. �

Note that also the first arc of P is directed towards the interior of the path, hence P contains at least one local sink. Here
a local sink is a vertex with two in-arcs in the path. Let a local source be a vertex with no in-arcs in the path, and a transitive
vertex be a vertex with one in- and one out-arc in the path. P is of the form

oT+1 s1T
−

1 w1T
+

2 s2T
−

2 w2T
+

3 s3T
−

3 . . . wj−1T
+

j sjT
−

j · · ·wn−1T
+

n snT
−

n v1, (1)

where si are local sinks, wi are local sources and T+j , T
−

j are sets of transitive vertices. Let a colored row be a sequence
of consecutive colored vertices in the path P − {o}, and an uncolored row a sequence of consecutive uncolored vertices
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Fig. 2. The pigeon-hole principle: Assume d = 3 and c = 3. Then the uncolored vertex v cannot be colored with dark grey and black, since the vertices
colored with these colors contribute with d + 1 to the color weight. However, v can be colored with the third color light grey, which contributes to the
weight of v only with d.

in P − {o}. So in P − {o} uncolored and colored rows alternate. If sj is colored, then, by the connectivity of P , necessarily
every vertex of T+j and T

−

j and the local sources wj−1 and wj are colored. Also if a vertex of T
−

j or T
+

j+1 is colored, then the
local source wj and all transitive vertices inbetween are colored. Therefore every uncolored row contains at least one local
sink. Let h be the number of uncolored rows. Now Alice performs h steps. In the lth step she colors the leftmost local sink of
the lth uncolored row (counted from the left, i.e. from o) and deletes all vertices of the lth colored row from the queue. Then
either the old origin vertices are unified with the new origin vertices (those of the lth colored row) or Alice performs a split.
In either case the invariant holds after each of her steps. This completes the first round.
Now this procedure is iterated. During the next rounds, Alice’s strategy works in the sameway on the remaining vertices

of the queue. The next vertex to be considered instead of v1 is the first vertex of the actual queue. Finally the queue is
empty, i.e. every colored vertex is an origin vertex, and Alice’s invariant holds, therefore every trunk has only vertices of one
color, which induce a connected subdigraph. Note that in each step of any of the rounds Alice removes at least one vertex
from the queue and colors at most one vertex. It follows that Alice has colored b′ ≤ b vertices so far. During the remaining
a− b′ ≥ 0 steps, Alice colors global sinks without affecting her strategy. If there is no uncolored sink any more, the digraph
is completely colored. Note that the choice of the color in such a type of step is very easy: a global sink has now at most one
colored neighbor, so Alice can assign a second color to the sink.
We have seen that Alice can always choose a vertex in order to reinstall her strategy (if the number of colors were

unbounded), but the question arises whether she can always find a feasible color. Therefore we consider the color weight
of a vertex. A colored vertex v has color weight g(v) = n if exactly n − 1 neighbors of v (in the trunk) are colored with the
same color as v. The weight of an uncolored vertexw is then defined as

G(w) =
∑

v∈Ncol(w)

g(v),

where Ncol(w) is the set of colored neighbors ofw in the trunk. So, for an uncolored vertexw, G(w) is the number of colored
vertices of (undirected) distance at most 2.
We claim that an uncolored vertexw can be colored feasibly if

G(w) ≤ (d+ 1)c − 1. (2)

This follows from the pigeon-hole principle: there must exist a color α such thatw has at most d vertices at distance≤2 of
color α. Therefore coloringw with α is feasible forw as well as for its neighbors. See Fig. 2.
(2) holds immediately after Bob’s move for every uncolored vertexw, as we shall see. Let i be such that

i(d+ 1) ≤ b ≤ (i+ 1)(d+ 1)− 1. (3)

Thus c = i+ 2. By Alice’s invariant the weight of an uncolored vertexw is at most d+ 1 before Bob’s move. It can increase
by at most b during his move. If we combine this with the right-hand side of (3), we obtain

G(w) ≤ d+ 1+ b ≤ (i+ 2)(d+ 1)− 1 = (d+ 1)c − 1

after Bob’s move.

Claim 9. If, at any time during Alice’s move, there is a feasible color for an uncolored vertex v adjacent to an origin vertex u, then
v can be colored different from u.

Proof. Recall that after any step all origin vertices in a trunk are colored with the same color and that any vertex colored by
Alice is an origin vertex. Assume that all c− 1 colors other than the color of the origin are not feasible for v. So v has at least
d + 1 vertices at distance ≤ 2 colored in each of these colors. Since all of these vertices are non-origin vertices, they have
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Fig. 3. Possible configuration forw.

Fig. 4. The digraph of Lemma 10 in case (a, b, d) = (2, 1, 1).

been colored by Bob, thus b ≥ (c − 1)(d+ 1). But then, using the right-hand side of (3), we obtain the contradiction

b ≥ (c − 1)(d+ 1) = (i+ 1)(d+ 1) ≥ b+ 1.

This proves the claim. �

Now we will prove by induction on k that, for any uncolored vertexw, (2) holds during the whole of Alice’s move, more
precisely after step k. Assume that, in step k, Alice has colored a vertex v with color 1 in a trunk T . By her strategy, Alice
must have colored v because v was a sink in a path P between origin vertices on the left and some vertex colored by Bob on
the right, as the path in (1). Let u1 be the left and u2 be the right neighbor of v on P . If u1 and u2 are in the same trunk as v
after step k, then theymust have been colored with color 1. Theremight be other vertices ui in T which are in-neighbors of v
that are colored with color 1. By Alice’s strategy, at most one of the ui, namely either u1 or none of them, is an origin vertex
before her step. However, if Alice always chooses a color different from the origin for the vertex v, then u1 will be split off.
By the inductive assumption for step k− 1 there is a feasible color for step k, so by Claim 9 she can choose a color in such a
way. So we may assume that u1 is not colored with color 1 and therefore not in the same trunk as v after step k.
There might be uncolored out-neighbors of v. These out-neighbors (and the out-neighbors of colored in-neighbors of v)

are the only vertices whose weight increases when Alice colors v. By symmetry we may assume that w is such an out-
neighbor of v. Let X be the set of colored in-neighbors of w different from v. For x ∈ X let Y−x resp. Y

+
x be the set of in-

resp. out-neighbors of x colored in the same color as x. See Fig. 3. We observe that, by Alice’s strategy, the vertices in X , Y−x ,
and Y+x (for x ∈ X) are non-origin vertices, thus they have been colored by Bob in his last move. The same holds for the ui
with i ≥ 3 and, if u2 is colored, also for u2.
As argued above, at most one vertex of the trunk at distance one or two from w, namely v, has not been colored by Bob

in his last move. This implies

G(w) ≤ b+ 1 ≤ (i+ 1)(d+ 1) ≤ (i+ 2)(d+ 1)− 1 = (d+ 1)c − 1.

Here, the second estimate is the right-hand side of (3), the third follows from d ≥ 0. Thus, after step k, (2) holds, i.e. for any
uncolored vertex there is a feasible color, and the theorem is established. �

3. Tightness of the bounds

The bound of Theorem 7 is tight as the next lemma and the succeeding proposition show.

Lemma 10. (a,b)χdg ( EF ) ≥ 2 for b ≥ 1.
Proof. Consider the following digraph Dwith vertex set

V = {u, vi, wi,j|i = 1, . . . , 2a+ 1; j = 1, . . . , d}

and arc set

E = {(u, vi), (vi, wi,j)|i = 1, . . . , 2a+ 1; j = 1, . . . , d}.

Fig. 4 depicts this tree in a special case. We have to prove that Bob has a winning strategy for the d-relaxed (a, b)-coloring
game played on D with 1 color. We may assume that Alice, in her first two moves, color vertices in the subtrees of vertices
with index i = 2, . . . , 2a+ 1. If she does not color u, Bob colors u (and then possibly some other vertices, preferably v1) in
his first move. In case d = 0, v1 cannot be colored any more. Otherwise, in his secondmove Bob colors v1 (if it is not already
colored). Now only d− 1 of the verticesw1,j can be colored, not the last vertex ofw1,j, so Bob will win. �

Proposition 11. (a,b)χdg ( EF ) ≥
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 2 for b ≥ 1.
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Fig. 5. The digraph of Proposition 11 in case (a, b, d) = (2, 2, 1).

Proof. For b < d + 1 the assertion is true by Lemma 10. Thus consider the case b ≥ d + 1. A digraph D (see Fig. 5 for an
example) is defined by the vertex set

V = {xi,n, ui, vi,j, wi,j,k}i,j,k,n

and the arc set

E = {(xi,n, ui), (ui, vi,j), (wi,j,k, vi,j)}i,j,k,n

where i = 1, . . . , a+ b, j = 1, . . . , a+ 1, k = 1, . . . , b, and n = 1, . . . , d. We have to prove that Bob has a winning strategy
for the d-relaxed (a, b)-coloring game played on D with

⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 1 colors. We may assume that Alice, in her first move,

colors vertices in subtrees with index i = 2, . . . , a + 1. Then Bob colors all vertices x1,n with the first color. After that Bob
colors u1 with the first color. In this way, u1 receives defect d. If Bob has to color further vertices, he chooses themwith index
i ≥ a+ 2. Alice now colors w.l.o.g. vertices with index i ≥ 2 or j ≥ 2. Finally Bob colors

⌊ b
d+1

⌋
(d+ 1) verticesw1,1,k in the

colors 2, . . . ,
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 1, always d+ 1 vertices in the same color. Bob wins since v1,1 cannot be colored any more. �

Combining Theorem 7 and Proposition 11 we obtain

Corollary 12. (a,b)χdg ( EF ) =
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 2 for a ≥ b ≥ 1.

The formulation of Theorem 7 is also best-possible in the sense that it cannot be extended from the case a ≥ b ≥ 1 to
other values of (a, b). If b = 0 (and a 6= 0), the dichromatic number of a non-empty directed forest is 1, so we have

Observation 13. (a,0)χdg ( EF ) = 1 for a 6= 0 and any d.

In the case b > awe remark

Proposition 14. (a,b)χdg ( EF ) = ∞ for any b > a.

Proof. Let k ≥ 0, b > a, and let F be the directed forest consisting of bk(d+1) components each of which is an in-star S ink(d+1).
Such an in-star has k(d+ 1)+ 1 vertices one of which has in-degree k(d+ 1) and out-degree 0, and the other vertices have
out-degree 1 and in-degree 0. We prove that Bob wins the d-relaxed (a, b)-coloring game on F with at most k colors.
The game is divided into k(d + 1) rounds. In the ith round, there are bk(d+1)−i moves for each player, so Alice colors at

most bk(d+1)−ia vertices, and Bob bk(d+1)−i+1. In round i, Bob chooses a color ci and bk(d+1)−i+1 in-stars towhich not any colors
have been assigned by Alice in previous rounds, but which have been colored by Bob in all previous rounds, and Bob colors
exactly one leaf vertex of these (in-stars) with color ci. Obviously, in the first round, this is possible. If we assume that it is
possible in the ith round, then there are at least

bk(d+1)−i(b− a) ≥ bk(d+1)−(i+1)+1

in-stars left which have not been touched by Alice, so Bob can proceed as desired in round i+1. In particular, after the round
k(d+ 1), there is at least one in-star left that has not been colored by Alice. If Bob has chosen

(c1, . . . , ck(d+1)) = (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
d+1

, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
d+1

, . . . , k, . . . , k︸ ︷︷ ︸
d+1

),

then this in-star cannot be colored any more. Thus, Bob wins. Since k is arbitrarily chosen, (a,b)χdg ( EF ) = ∞ for b > a. �

Combining Corollary 12, Observation 13 and Proposition 14 we obtain Theorem 4.
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Fig. 6. Vertex vik is added to the set of origin vertices: (a) Extended component before adding vik . (b) Extended components after adding vik .

4. Undirected forests

In this section we give an upper and a lower bound for (a,b)χdg (F ). This generalizes a result of Kierstead [8] which is

b+ 2 ≤ (a,b)χg(F ) ≤ b+ 3.

Recall the definition of (undirected) graphs as digraphs: Every edge is considered as a pair of oppositely directed arcs.
In order to obtain upper bounds for the d-relaxed (a, b)-game chromatic number of undirected forests we need the

notion of uncolored components. An uncolored component of a partially colored forest is amaximal connected component of
uncolored vertices. Note that a trunk in such a forestmay contain several colored vertices and several uncolored components
(which are separated by colored vertices). An uncolored component C is adjacent to a vertex v if a vertex of C is adjacent to v.
Using the idea of uncolored components one can prove the results of Faigle et al. [6] and Chou et al. [5] which are

χdg (F ) ≤ 3+ δ0,d where δm,n is the Kronecker Delta. Here, Alice’s winning strategy guarantees that after each move of Alice
every uncolored component is adjacent to at most two colored vertices. If Bob creates an uncolored component adjacent to
3 colored vertices it is immediately broken in Alice’s next move. We will adapt this strategy in order to prove the following.

Theorem 15. (a,b)χdg (F ) ≤
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 3 for a ≥ b ≥ 1.

Proof. We describe a winning strategy for Alice with c =
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 3 colors. The invariant Alice maintains after each of her

moves is that every uncolored component is adjacent to at most two colored vertices. At the beginning of the game this
invariant obviously holds.
When it is Bob’s turn, he colors at most b vertices and possibly destroys Alice’s invariant. Alice lists the vertices

v1, v2, . . . , vb Bob has colored. Now Alice performs at most b steps. She keeps in mind an increasing set of origin vertices.
At the beginning every colored vertex is an origin vertex, except the vertices v1, v2, . . . , vb. An extended component is a
connected component of a trunk in which all origin vertices are deleted. So a trunk possibly contains several extended
components and origin vertices, and an extended component possibly contains several uncolored components which are
separated by colored non-origin vertices. An extended component is adjacent to an origin vertex x if one of its uncolored
components is adjacent to x. Alice’s winning strategy will guarantee that after each step every extended component will be
adjacent to at most two origin vertices. In the kth step, first, for any extended component C adjacent to two origin vertices,
Alice considers the path between the two origin vertices and adds all members of {v1, v2, . . . , vb}which are on this path to
the set of origin vertices. This does not destroy her invariant, but has the consequence that all vertices on the path different
fromorigin vertices are uncolored. Then she considers the vertex vik with the lowest index ik among all non-origin vertices of
the list v1, . . . , vb. Alice adds vik to the set of origin vertices. By Alice’s strategy, all extended components which are adjacent
to vik are adjacent to atmost two origin vertices except atmost one extended component C0which is adjacent to three origin
vertices, see Fig. 6.
If there is no such extended component C0, Alice does not choose a vertex for coloring and goes to the (k+ 1)th step. In

this case every extended component is still adjacent to at most two origin vertices.
Otherwise, C0 is adjacent to three origin vertices w1, w2, and vik . The paths w1w2, w1vik , and w2vik intersect at a single

vertexw3 (since a forest does not contain cycles with more than 2 vertices). The vertexw3 is uncolored, as remarked above,
becausew3 is not an origin vertex but on the path betweenw1 andw2. Alice choosesw3 for coloring and addsw3 to the set
of origin vertices. She furthermore adds all members of {v1, v2, . . . , vb} which are on the path from vik to w3 to the set of
origin vertices. Then she continues with step (k+1). By this type of move, C0 is split into several (at least 3, possibly empty)
extended components separated by w3. Obviously, each of these extended components is adjacent to at most two origin
vertices.
After at most b steps all vertices of the list v1, . . . , vb will be origin vertices, therefore Alice’s local invariant implies the

global invariant that every uncolored component is adjacent to at most two colored vertices. After having reinstalled her
strategy, Alice may simply color neighbors of colored vertices without affecting her invariant.
Now we have to prove that Alice finds a feasible color for each of her chosen vertices. For a colored vertex v, the color

weight G(v) is one plus the number of all neighbors of v which are colored with the same color as v. The weight G(w) of an
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uncolored vertexw is

G(w) =
∑

v∈Ncol(w)

G(v),

where Ncol(w) is the set of colored neighbors ofw. The weight G(C) of an uncolored component C is defined as

G(C) =
∑
w∈U(C)

G(w),

where U(C) is the set of (uncolored) vertices of C . By the pigeon-hole principle (as in the proof of Theorem 7), a chosen
vertexw in the uncolored component C can be colored if G(C) ≤ (d+ 1)c − 1. Let j be such that

(d+ 1)j ≤ b ≤ (d+ 1)(j+ 1)− 1, (4)

i.e. c = j+ 3. Then after Bob’s move

G(C) ≤ b+ 2(d+ 1) ≤ (d+ 1)(j+ 3)− 1 = (d+ 1)c − 1.

This is so since, by Alice’s invariant, the weight of C is at most 2(d + 1) after her move. It can increase by at most b during
Bob’s move. Note that any colored vertex contributes to the weight of at most one uncolored vertex of C .

Claim 16. If, at any time during Alice’s move, there is a feasible color for an uncolored vertex w adjacent to one or two origin
vertices, thenw can be colored different from the colors of the origin vertices.

Proof. This is similar to Claim 9. Assume all c − 2 colors other than the colors of the origin vertices are not feasible for
w. So w has at least d + 1 vertices at distance ≤2 colored in each of these colors. Since all of these vertices are non-origin
vertices, they have been colored by Bob, thus b ≥ (c − 2)(d + 1). But then, using the right-hand side of (4), we obtain the
contradiction

b ≥ (c − 2)(d+ 1) = (j+ 1)(d+ 1) ≥ b+ 1.

This proves the claim. �

Whenever Alice colors a vertex, in her model, she splits the actual uncolored component into several parts, so that the
augmentation of the weight by one (because of her new colored vertex) is compensated by the splitting, except in one case.
The exceptional case in which there is no splitting is if Alice colors a vertexw3 adjacent to two or three vertices of the same
color α in the kth step, two of them are origin vertices before the kth step and the third is vik , and Alice has to color w3
with α. But this case does not occur since, by Claim 16, Alice may always color w3 different from the origin vertices. Thus,
for every new uncolored component C ′, G(C ′) ≤ (d+ 1)c − 1, so, by induction, Alice always finds a feasible color.
Since during Bob’s move theweight of every uncolored component is always bounded by b+2(d+1), he can also always

find a feasible color. �

We find that Theorem 15 is nearly tight.

Proposition 17. (a,b)χdg (F ) ≥
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 2 for b ≥ 1.

Proof. This is very similar to the construction in the proof of Proposition 11, thus the details are omitted. �

Again, the precondition a ≥ b ≥ 1 of Theorem 15 is necessary because of

Proposition 18. (a,b)χdg ( EF ) = ∞ for b > a.

Proof. This is the same proof as in Proposition 14 if we consider (undirected) stars instead of in-stars. �

Combining Theorem 15, Proposition 17, Proposition 18 and Observation 2 we obtain Theorem 5.

5. An open question

There is a gap of 1 between the upper bound of Theorem 15 and the lower bound of Proposition 17. It would be nice to
close this gap. Special cases have been discussed: For the 0-relaxed game Kierstead [8] has proved that (a,b)χ0g (F ) = b+3 if
b ≤ a < 2b or if (a, b) = (2, 1), and (a,b)χ0g (F ) = b+ 2 if 2b ≤ a and b > 1. For the symmetric (1, 1)-game, Chou et al. [5]
have proved that

(1,1)χ1g (F ) = 3
(
=

⌊
b

d+ 1

⌋
+ 3

)
,

whereas He et al. [7] have proved that

(1,1)χ2g (F ) = 2
(
=

⌊
b

d+ 1

⌋
+ 2

)
.
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It seems to be difficult to find a threshold for all the triples (d, a, b) of parameters. In particular, the case d = 1 could be
interesting. Motivated by the result of He et al. we formulate

Conjecture 19. (a,b)χdg (F ) =
⌊ b
d+1

⌋
+ 2 for d ≥ 2 and a ≥ b ≥ 1.
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